
MULTI-CLUB CHARITY TRIAL, HEATON HOUSE FARM, RUSHTON 
SPENCER, BANK HOLIDAY MONDAY, 27TH AUGUST 2012. 
 
REPORT : Roger Townsend 
 
Bank Holiday Monday saw the running of what has become an annual event, that is a 
charity trial in conjunction with Rushton Spencer Country Fayre. It is organised by a 
group of clubs, namely Manchester 17 MCC, Staffs Moorlands, Winsford, Congleton, 
and North Derbyshire Youth Motorcycle Clubs, with monies raised profiting local 
charities in the community. 
It provides a great chance to showcase trials to an audience that would never see a 
trial and also promotes the motorcycle family’s image generally. 
The format of the trial is the popular Dead Easy one and attracted a total of 71 riders.  
The weather started out dry and overcast but inevitably before the trial was over down 
came the rain just in time to make the last hour very interesting. 
The venue itself is a steep grassy hillside with a few rocks. This year there were a few 
more rushes and wet spots around due to all the wet weather. The sections themselves 
mainly comprise of climbs and turns on banks, around trees, and over small rocks 
which will all take marks from the unwary. 
On the harder route, section eight was the one which required most attention. This 
started out across the camber of the hill before turning sharp right over a broken down 
wall, exiting via a tight turn on grass which became more slippery as the trial wore on. 
On the easy route, section ten caused the most problems. This was a chance to 
practice tight clutch turns around trees, all on level ground, but needed precision to 
ensure a clean. 
There were some strong runners on the hard route for this type of event and inevitably 
a few clean rides, six in total. Robert Mycock, Jono Blount, Daniel Turnock, Mark 
Linge, Andy Hipwell and Steven Ransom, all kept their feet firmly glued all day but 
commented at the end that they had thoroughly enjoyed their run out at a different 
venue. 
On the easy route, surprisingly there was only one clean ride although generally 
scores were low. Veteran Wilf Couldwell, all the way from South Wales and a five 
thirty am start, concentrated hard and went round clean. Incidentally, in October, Wilf 
celebrates 60 years of competitive trials riding, no mean feat. 
Ray Critchlow, from much nearer home, ran him close casting away a solitary dab on 
his very nice Comerford Cub. 
Thank as ever to the gallant observers, who got a soaking for their efforts as the trial 
drew to a close, and to the small team who made the event possible. Comments at the 
end were that it was a thoroughly enjoyable event. 
Full details of monies raised will be on the various club websites once the amount is 
known. 
 
RESULTS 
 
HARDER ROUTE 
 
ADULTS : Robert Mycock (Bultaco), Jono Blount (Montesa), Daniel 
Turnock(Yamaha), Mark Linge( Gas Gas), Andy Hipwell ( Yamaha), Steven 
Ransom( Scorpa), all clean. 
 



YOUTH : Stephen Hoyland ( Sherco) , 8 
               Keiran Clowes ( Beta) 20 
 
EASY ROUTE 
 
ADULTS : Wilf Couldwell ( Beta), clean, Ray Critchlow ( Cub) one mark lost 
,Richard Marsh ( Montesa) 3, Steven Simpson ( Montesa) 6, Lee Mosely ( Sherco) 7, 
Jane Eeeles ( Beta) 10 
 
YOUTH : Ryan Bowers (Gas Gas) one mark lost, Shannon Butler ( Gas Gas) 11, 


